Accelerate Your Federal Data
Strategy Implementation
With Tableau Blueprint

Who should read this paper
This white paper is intended for federal executives and employees seeking to improve how
their organization uses data to help their agency achieves its mission. This includes anyone
who is governing, managing, securing, sharing, and storing data, and are interested in
learning the Tableau perspective on how to deploy analytics at scale, and achieve the goals
of the Federal Data Strategy:
• Chief data officers
• Chief information officers
• Business analysts and leaders
• Data analysts, data engineers, and data scientists
• Executive sponsors and project champions of analytics
• Stakeholders with an interest in the use of federal data to improve services and outcomes
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Introduction
Federal Data Strategy: a roadmap for data-driven government

Like any lofty goal, we’re looking both strategically and
tactically. We have to start with the basics, and invest
and build a rock-solid foundation.
—SUZETTE KENT, FEDERAL CIO

With the launch of the Federal Data Strategy, these values are now policy. The Federal Data
Strategy—and the Year-1 Action Plan that launched in June 2019—are part of the President’s
Management Agenda and a focal point of the administration’s plan for implementing the
Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking Act, signed by President Trump in January.
Moreover, the Agency Actions, contained within the Federal Data Strategy, help implement the
steps included in the Improving Implementation of the Information Quality Act (M-19-15).

Select Start Date (Action Plan Release)
9/1/2019

Federal Data Strategy: Proposed Action Plan Timeline
Click on box to see description of action
Shared Actions:
Action 1: Create an OMB Data Council
Government-wide Data Action 2: Develop a Curated Data Science Training and Credentialing Catalog
Services
Action 3: Develop a Data Ethics Framework
Action 4: Develop a Data Protection Toolkit
Action 5: Develop a Repository of Federal Data Strategy Resources and Tools
Action 6: Pilot a One-stop Standard Research Application

Community Actions:
Cross-Agency
Collaboration
Agency-Speciﬁc
Actions: Agency
Activities

Action 7: Pilot an Automated Inventory Tool for Data.gov
Action 8: Pilot Standard Data Catalogs for Data.gov
Action 9: Improve Data Resources for AI Research and Development
Action 10: Improve Financial Management Data Standards
Action 11: Improve Geospatial Data Standards
Action 12: Constitute a Diverse Data Governance Body
Action 13: Assess Data and Related Infrastructure Maturity
Action 14: Identify Opportunities to Increase Staﬀ Data Skills
Action 15: Identify Data Needs to Answer Key Agency Questions
Action 16: Identify Priority Datasets for Agency Open Data Plans
10/19
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Figure 1 Federal Data Strategy proposed Action Plan timeline
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Tableau Blueprint: bring data-driven government to life
Tableau has created a prescriptive, repeatable, and proven framework to help organizations
implement data analytics at scale, and this ‘blueprint’ can be especially helpful for federal
agencies who are looking for information about how to leverage the Tableau platform to meet
the objectives of the Federal Data Strategy.
Recently, we conducted research on what success (and failure) looks like for thousands of
customers deploying Tableau at scale. This rich feedback has resulted in a compilation of best
practices, expert knowledge, and lessons learned. We have thoughtfully organized this content
into the Tableau Blueprint.
Leading with the Federal Data Strategy, and informed by Tableau Blueprint, federal agencies will
be well prepared to leverage data as a strategic asset, achieve mission goals, and provide better
service to their constituents.

Data as an organizational mandate
To succeed with any analytics initiative, it’s essential to have a data-centric mindset, and

a

culture that is open to change. And while change is never easy, it can bring tremendous
benefit to organizations who make the journey. The consulting firm McKinsey estimates that
governments stand to gain $1 trillion through using data analytics to identify uncollected
revenue and improperly paid payments. This is only one case that demonstrates the potential
return on investment an agency can experience through starting their analytics initiative.
But at the heart of every organization with a strong data culture, you will find three core
capabilities: Agility, Proficiency, and Community. These three core capabilities operate under the
umbrella of an appropriate Governance model. Tableau Blueprint can help government agencies
understand how to build and master these three core capabilities and establish an effective
Governance model.

Agility: Modern analytics projects use agile and iterative development methods and practices
that involve strong cross-functional collaboration between business and IT. Together, they work
closely through a set of near-term business requirements focused on delivering immediate
benefits and value. Mastering agility as an organizational capability leads to creating a highly
accountable, cohesive and focused data team. Agency Action 3: Assess Data and Related
Infrastructure Maturity is an example of an item that is connected to the Agility core capability.
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Proficiency: Today, proficiency with data is desired if not expected across the organization
from the top-down and not just exclusively with IT. Proficiency with data begins with
building data analysis skills. Proficiency with data is achieving data literacy and mastering
data analysis. Agency Action 4: Identify Opportunities to Increase Staff Data Skills is an
example of an item that is connected to the Proficiency core capability.

Community: Developing a community of practice around analytics lays the foundation for
creating a culture of analytics and evidence-based decision making. Community happens
through frequent and regular meetings of data analysts, data consumers, data engineers,
and data scientists coming together for collective learning and support and sharing lessons
learned. Community of Practice Action 7: Launch a Federal Chief Data Officer Council is an
example of an item that is connected to the Community core capability.

Governance: Governance is the combination of controls, roles, and repeatable processes
that creates trust and confidence in data and analytics. Both IT and business stakeholders
on the project team are responsible for defining data and content governance together.
In a successful self-service environment, the appropriate levels of governance create
accountability and enable, rather than restrict, access to trusted content for users in your
organization. Governance is a spectrum—different kinds of data and content require
different kinds of governance. Agency Action 2: Constitute a Diverse Data Governance Body
is an example of an item that connects to the Governance section of Tableau Blueprint.

How can Tableau Blueprint help?
Tableau Blueprint is a step-by-step guide to becoming a data-driven organization, whether
your organization is new to modern, self-service analytics or you’ve already deployed and
need to broaden, deepen, and scale the use of data. Although every organization’s journey
to developing a culture of self-service analytics will differ, Tableau Blueprint outlines the
processes and best practices from thousands of customers. Tableau Blueprint offers:
1. A
 method to select the right governance model for your analytics strategy to control how
data and content are used across the enterprise.
2. Ways to create secure and interactive sources of data and content.
3. A
 process to improve the use of data for decision-making and accountability through the
measurement and monitoring of key operational and performance metrics.
4. W
 ays to securely enable third parties to access government data for commercial and
public use.
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Tableau Blueprint begins with engaging both IT and business stakeholders to answer
the question “what does success look like?” It’s a simple, yet powerful question that the
organization and IT can collaborate on. Specifically, establishing what does analytics success
look like? What specific results and outcomes can the organization achieve?
Applying Tableau Blueprint to analytics strategy helps organizations map the “how” (people,
process, and technology), and the “what” (outcomes and key results) that ultimately informs
the “why”. Tableau Blueprint helps customers execute their analytic strategy by aligning
activities along workstreams that map to four critical analytic core capabilities: agility,
proficiency, community, and governance.

Getting Started
The Tableau Blueprint begins with the discovery process,
a systematic approach to gathering information and
perspectives from sponsors and stakeholders about roles and
responsibilities, architecture and infrastructure, and the use
of analytics and data across the organization. The discovery
process includes the Tableau Blueprint Planner which contains
the questions to be answered that will inform activities at every
stage and workstream in the Tableau Blueprint.
The discovery process also helps identify Executive Advocacy
and Project Team members. Forming the cross-functional
executive advocacy and project team are critical for alignment,
buy-in, and ultimately the strategy’s success. Together, they
shape the organization’s vision for modern analytics, working
towards shared goals, mission, and objectives of making
governed, secure data access a reality.

The Tableau Blueprint Planner
collects information about the
following:
• Analytics Strategy
• Roles and Responsibilities
• Enterprise Architecture
• Use Cases and Data Sources
• User Community

Let’s take a closer look at four ways Tableau Blueprint can help your organization build 		
the essential skill sets—and the environment—to successfully operationalize the Federal
Data Strategy.
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Chapter 1

Agility
One of the biggest challenges faced by federal agencies is having too little information, too
late. Program efficacy fails when leadership lacks the information it needs to make informed
decisions. A central reason for this deficiency are disparate data sources. Without a unified view
into the data, reporting is often redundant, and it’s difficult to follow-up questions.
In a traditional business intelligence environment, data warehousing, and report factory projects
follow a waterfall standard development lifecycle (SDLC) approach. This approach sequences
project phases or stages in a linear manner for execution over the duration of the project.
Traditional Waterfall Standard Development Lifecycle (SDLC) Approach
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Deploy

Deploy
Maintain

Figure 2 T
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is satisfying the business requirement. With the
increasing speed and volume of change in today’s

Content
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Share

business environment, the traditional waterfall SDLC
Analyze
& Discover

approach cannot keep pace and a different and more
modern approach (shown left) is necessary.

 he Tableau Blueprint harnesses an agile and user-centered approach that supports a modern
Figure 3 T
analytics workflow.

By utilizing the Agility framework within Tableau Blueprint, government organizations can
accelerate their successful accomplishment of items such as Actions 3, 5, 6, and others.

What does success look like for your analytics strategy?
Learn how these Tableau customers are achieving success with analytics:
Using data to improve HRSA outcomes
United States Census Bureau’s data-driven world
FAA: establishing an enterprise view for a PMO
Tracking Recruit Actions at the OCC
Leveraging predictive analytics for proactive mission management
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Chapter 2

Proficiency
As you begin your data analytics initiative, it’s important to ensure that you are emphasizing
data literacy and basic data proficiency before focusing on data science capabilities.
To be clear, data scientists are essential to mature data analytics teams—necessary for any
initiatives involving artificial intelligence, machine learning, or natural language processing.
Data scientists are in high demand, making them difficult roles to recruit for. And because of
their specialized expertise, their time should not be spent on routine reporting or repetitive
question/answer projects.
So, begin by building your foundation. Data literacy and basic data proficiency are at the core of
data culture. Fundamental data skills empower users to become capable and self-sufficient in
working with data, and informs the basis of data science, so emphasis on these skills begins to
build needed data science competencies.

Raise your analytical IQ
Proficiency is tied to establishing a robust educational plan that
aims to raise the “analytical IQ” of your team. Tableau Blueprint
suggests a holistic approach; your organization should provide
opportunities for your teams to gain understanding of processes
and technologies that are specific to your organization, as
well as Tableau-specific skills. Where to start? Organizational
role-mapping can be a helpful tool for identifying how data is
distributed and consumed by individual team members, and to
determine their existing skills.

Tableau provides:
Free, comprehensive video
training for all user levels
Tableau certification
Discover more Tableau education

Basic data proficiency begins with data analysis skills and it requires data literacy. As data skills
develop and evolve within an organization, data engineering efforts focused on the collection,
storage, and transformation of data can support and strengthen the workforce’s growing
proficiency. This focus on skill-building provides an opportunity for analytical talent to flourish,
and creates a pipeline of data science within your agency.
Supported by self-service analytics, data scientists are freed to focus on data models that drive
high value result.
Using the Proficiency framework within Tableau Blueprint, government organizations can
accelerate their successful accomplishment of items such as Actions 4, 13, and others.
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Chapter 3

Community
“Always be learning” is an appropriate mantra for the age of data analytics because
without an ongoing relationship to the people and resources who can support and nurture
your data initiative, it will fail to gain the traction needed for success.
But it’s not just efficient to provide training and access to a platform. You need to create a
culture, a community that everyone has a stake in. This is why the Federal Data Strategy
includes establishing a “Learning Culture” as one of its core principles. Specifically, this
entails:
• Investing in learning
• Developing data leaders
• Practicing accountability
Backgroundchampions
Impacted
Ships
Ship
Beyond championing a learning culture, Tableau Blueprint
community
toDetails
make

Check a Grid
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individual and organizational learning sticky. Tableau Blueprint builds a community of
practice, and Tableau users thrive because of the internal support from peers within their
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company and the external support they get from others within the Tableau community.
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The power of community: students use public data
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Challenge: To help veterans find out if they qualify for
healthcare benefits by analyzing open government data.
Legislation had been introduced to extend healthcare
benefits to service members who were exposed to the toxic
chemical, Agent Orange, while aboard aircraft carriers
and other ships. To be eligible for additional benefits or
healthcare, veterans and their family members had to
manually search through handwritten deck logs to find
proof of eligibility.

Exposure Zone
Area Covered by the Blue Water Navy
Vietnam Veterans Act of 2017
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A rare disease caused when an abnormal protein, amyloid,
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A type of cancer which affects white blood cells
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Multiple Myeloma
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Solution: A Tableau for Students hackathon team from
University of Virginia decides to tackle the problem, using
open data sources from the US Department of Veterans
Affairs.
Impact: The visualization enabled users to find answers
in minutes—instead of what took single analysts several
weeks to complete. The project shows the important role
that open data can play in solving real-world problems.
Needless to say, the team won first place for their efforts.
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When public data sets can be leveraged to create interactive visualizations, they become
community assets that serve to promote open data and transparency, which is a key directive
of the Federal Data Strategy. In fact, Action 16 requires agencies to identify “an initial set of
priority agency datasets that are key to mission success and/or a priority for stakeholders
outside of the agency. These datasets can be the initial focus for testing and implementing
improvements to agency comprehensive data inventories and catalogs, as required by the
Evidence Act, as well as for improving secure processes for data access and sharing, for
concretely engaging stakeholders to help them understand and use federal data, and for
obtaining effective feedback on the agency’s planning processes to improve open data access.”
Tableau works hard to cultivate its user community, promote data literacy, and provide
opportunities to enhance users’ data skills. The efforts have resulted in a community like no
other in the analytics and business intelligence industry. Today, Tableau User Groups meet
regularly in over 180 cities across the globe. Once a year, more than 15,000 Tableau users
come together at the annual Tableau Conference to learn, network, and share their Tableau
experience. Within the Tableau community, those who rise above others in their expertise and
proficiency with Tableau, contribute frequently to the Tableau Community Forums, and mentor
and nurture others selflessly on their Tableau journey are the Tableau Zen Masters. The Tableau
community includes users of Tableau Public, a powerful—and free—resource that allows anyone
to publish interactive data visualizations to the web. Using the Community framework within
Tableau Blueprint, government organizations can accelerate their successful accomplishment of
items such as Actions 2, 7, 10, and others.
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Chapter 4

Governance
Seeing governance and self-service used in the same sentence is a paradox. Yet solving this
paradox solves the challenge that many organizations face: how do you provide secure access to
data and trust proper use of data? The answer is to manage data separate of the analytic content
that is derived from it and share the responsibility to govern both across the business and IT.
If governance is too tight and inflexible, your employees won’t have access to the data and
content they need to answer questions. Status quo will persist and data-driven policymaking
will fail. And even worse, employees will seek workarounds that put data security at risk. But
governance policy that is too loose also has clear drawbacks.
Governance is viewed often as IT controlling access to content or the combination of analytics and
data. Self-service is viewed often as the organization having open access to content. Governance
and self-service are most often considered at odds with each other—but this doesn’t have to be
the case. Organizations can have both by balancing the controls shared by the organization and
IT. Using the Governance framework within Tableau Blueprint, government organizations can
accelerate their successful accomplishment of items such as Actions 2, 9, and others.
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Figure 3 W
 ith Tableau Blueprint, data and analytic content are governed. Data governance ensures the accuracy of the
data driving users’ decisions. Content governance helps business users to quickly and confidently find, share,
and use relevant analytic content and data sources. From soft guidelines to firm boundaries for the usage of
analytic content, organizations need to design their own governance models that comply with their internal
policies and procedures, and overall business needs.
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Conclusion
At Tableau, we understand that data is a strategic asset for government—and with the new Federal
Data Strategy, it’s imperative that agencies and governmental organizations are ready to fully realize
the potential their data.
When presented clearly and visually, data has enormous potential for improving mission critical
outcomes and performance. We invite you to learn more about how the Tableau platform can drive
new levels of transparency, productivity, and innovation in your organization.
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About Tableau
Tableau helps extract meaning from information. It’s an analytics platform that supports the cycle
of analytics, offers visual feedback, and helps you answer questions, regardless of their evolving
complexity. If you want to innovate with data, you want an application that encourages you to keep
exploring—to ask new questions and change your perspective. If you’re ready to make your data make
an impact, download a free trial of Tableau Desktop today.

Resources
Online
Meet Tableau Blueprint
Federal Civilian Analytics solutions page
Federal Data Strategy

White papers
4 Ways Government Agencies Can Deliver Better Results
How Government Agencies Can Achieve More with Modern Analytics
How to Build a Culture of Self-Service Analytics in Government

Community
Tableau Community Forums

